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Daniel Sturridge shows off hard work in LA gym as Liverpool striker claims he'll be back stronger | Daily Mail Online
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Daniel Sturridge took to Instagram to tell fans he will be back 'stronger and better than ever'
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The Liverpool striker posted pictures of himself in the gym going through various drills including kettle bell
lifts (right) and balancing on a vibrating Power Plate
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Captain Cook up for
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Alex Hales will be
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themselves says
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The English forward tests his balance and strenghtens his leg muscles using a vibrating Power Plate
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Sturridge is joined by a personal trainer as the former Chelsea man goes through a stretching exercise
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Sturridge also spent time strengthening his legs using kettle bells while in the LA gym

He wrote: 'Don't worry bout me.. People don't
count me out cause I got people counting on
me.

STURRIDGE'S RECENT INJURIES
Ankle ligaments  England v Republic of
Ireland May 2013, returned for preseason.
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'Working hard every day to get back fit... Jus
know.... I'll be back stronger and better than
ever!!'
Sturridge also showed off his work in the gym,
posting three different images which shows the
striker balancing on a vibrating Power Plate and
lifting kettle bells.
The England forward has not played for the club
since August 31 after he initially strained a thigh
on international duty.

Ankle ligaments  December 2013. Missed
nine games.
Thigh  during England training, September
2014. Missed six weeks.
Calf  during Liverpool training, October 2014.
Missed three weeks.
Thigh  during Liverpool training,
November 2014. Out for six weeks.

On the eve of his comeback he pulled a calf muscle in his first full training session back with the first
team and just when he appeared to have got over that he sustained another, different, thigh injury
which has ruled him out until the new year.
Liverpool manager Brendan Rodgers said last month that the club may have to look even deeper
into the root of Sturridge's problems  this is the ninth separate but similar injury has had in his
career, with the player suggesting the issue may be hereditary as his father, a trainee at
Birmingham, and two uncles Dean and Simon  both professional footballers  also suffered the
same problems.
It is understood the striker has travelled to America to undergo warmweather training and
rehabilitation to help with his recovery for a fortnight. He has not gone to the United States to have
any medical treatment or procedure.
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Munich! Bayern stars
have festive party
Bayern Munich have
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as they sit top of the
Bundesliga tree
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25yearold Sturridge has not played for Liverpool since August and will be out until next year
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The striker first injured his thigh while on international duty with England earlier this season
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Sturridge scores for Liverpool during their 21 victory over Southampton on the first day of the season

'He has gone away to get some specific work in with some of our staff and he is coming along well,'
said Rodgers.
Sturridge's absence has been compounded by the failure of £16million summer signing Mario
Balotelli to pick up the slack having yet to score a Premier League goal.
He too came back injured from the last international break and has not been available since
because of a groin problem, forcing Rodgers to pick Rickie Lambert who has responded with two
goals in his first two matches leading the line and has put in good performances in the two games
since then.
With Balotelli facing a possible Football Association charge for posting an apparently antiSemetic
and racist graphic on social media  for which he has until 6pm on Friday to give his explanation to
the FA  the spotlight has only intensified on the troubled Italy international.
Rodgers insists, however, that until the 24yearold is available to play he cannot waste much time
thinking about him.

It's Wayne Crooney!
Skipper gets on the mic
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Brendan Rodgers: Daniel Sturridge is as down as I've seen anyone
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Italian continued
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Mario Balotelli has struggled to make an impact since his £16million move from AC Milan

'He is a very much a Liverpool player but he is injured at the moment and there is not much more to
add from me,' he said.
'He is not fit to play, my concentration at this moment is on players who are fit and available to play
and that is my only thinking at the moment.
'He is working with the medical team on a daily basis and I trust the team of people here to look
after injuries.
'At this moment in time the team is doing well and whenever he is back fit then we will see where he
is at.
'Hopefully he will be available sooner rather than later.'
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recovering from
numerous injuries
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F1 champion Lewis
Hamilton returned for a
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Balotelli, laughing in the stands, has struggled to fill the void left by Sturridge's injury
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Steven Gerrard celebrates scoring against Leicester during Liverpool's 21 win on Tuesday

While the debate continues over Steven Gerrard's future in light of the club's contract offer, which
he has not yet accepted, Rodgers has to concern himself with the more immediate issue associated
with the midfielder.
Having previously admitted the 34yearold cannot play three matches in a week, effectively the
Reds boss has to decide whether to retain his captain in the starting lineup to face Sunderland on
Saturday or hold him back for Tuesday's mustwin Champions League tie at home to Basle, which
is followed by a trip to Manchester United the following Sunday.
'The only focus is our next game but of course you are having to plan forward and look at one or
two teams down the line,' said Rodgers, who this week had to quash reports there had been a
disagreement between him and Gerrard.
'If you rest someone they are rotated, if they are rotated they are dropped, if he is dropped he is left
out so you can't win as a manager.
'I'll always pick a team which I think can win the game.'

Seeing double!
Nedved can't believe his
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turned into a waxwork
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Kaymer has begun
dating Gallacher
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Balotelli posted the photo
shopped image before
quickly deleting
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Rodgers (centre) looks on as Mamadou Sakho receives the ball during Liverpool training on Thursday
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summer ripoff
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time' Ronaldo
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Beckham in spotlight
at awards ceremony
after car crash scare
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to business, attending an
awards ceremony in
London
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Rickie Lambert (right), Martin Skrtel and Raheem Sterling train ahead of Liverpool's match against
Sunderland
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